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Abstract
We have constructed a system that uses an array of 9,600 spiking silicon neurons, a fast microcontroller, and digital memory, to implement
a reconfigurable network of integrate-and-fire neurons. The system is
designed for rapid prototyping of spiking neural networks that require
high-throughput communication with external address-event hardware.
Arbitrary network topologies can be implemented by selectively routing address-events to specific internal or external targets according to a
memory-based projective field mapping. The utility and versatility of the
system is demonstrated by configuring it as a three-stage network that
accepts input from an address-event imager, detects salient regions of the
image, and performs spatial acuity modulation around a high-resolution
fovea that is centered on the location of highest salience.
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Introduction

The goal of neuromorphic engineering is to design large-scale sensory information processing systems that emulate the brain. In many biological neural systems, the information
received by a sensory organ passes through multiple stages of neural computations before
a judgment is made. A convenient way to study this functionality is to design separate
chips for each stage of processing and connect them with a fast data bus. However, it is not
always advisable to fabricate a new chip to test a hypothesis regarding a particular neural
computation, and software models of spiking neural networks cannot typically execute or
communicate with external devices in real-time. Therefore, we have designed specialized
hardware that implements a reconfigurable array of spiking neurons for rapid prototyping
of large-scale neural networks.
Neuromorphic sensors can generate up to millions of spikes per second (see, e.g., [1]),
so a proper communication protocol is required for multi-chip systems. “Address-Event
Representation” (AER) was developed for this purpose over a decade ago and has since
become the common “language” of neuromorphic chips [2–7]. The central idea of AER
is to use time-multiplexing to emulate extensive connectivity between neurons. Although
it was originally proposed to implement a one-to-one connection topology, AER has been
extended to allow convergent and divergent connectivity [5, 8, 9], and has even been used
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Figure 1: (a) Block diagram of IFAT system. Incoming and outgoing address-events are
communicated through the digital I/O port (DIO), with handshaking executed by the microcontroller (MCU). The digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is controlled by the MCU and
provides the synaptic driving potential (‘E’ in Figure 2) to the integrate-and-fire neurons
(I&F), according to the synapse parameters stored in memory (RAM). Modified from [18].
(b) Printed circuit board integrating all components of the IFAT system.

for functions in addition to inter-chip communication [10–12]. Within our hardware array, all inter-neuron communication is performed using AER; the absence of hardwired
connections is the feature that allows for reconfigurability.
A few examples of AER-based reconfigurable neural array transceivers can be found in the
literature [8, 9], but our Integrate-and-Fire Array Transceiver system (IFAT) differs in its
size and flexibility. With four custom aVLSI chips [13] operating in parallel and 128 MB
of digital RAM, the system contains 9,600 neurons and up to 4,194,304 synapses. Because
it was designed from the start for generality and biological realism, every silicon neuron
implements a discrete-time version of the classical biological “membrane equation” [14],
a simple conductance-like model of neural function that allows for emulating an unlimited
number of synapse types by dynamically varying two parameters [13]. By using a memorybased projective field mapping to route incoming address-events to different target neurons,
the system can implement arbitrarily complex network topologies, limited only by the capacity of the RAM.
To demonstrate the functionality of the IFAT, we designed a three-stage feed-forward model
of salience-based attention and implemented it entirely on the reconfigurable array. The
model is based on a biologically-plausible architecture that has been used to explain human
visual search strategies [15, 16]. Unlike previous hardware implementations (e.g. [17]), we
use a multi-chip system and perform all computations with spiking neurons. The network
accepts spikes from an address-event imager as inputs, computes spatial derivatives of light
intensity as a measure of local information content, identifies regions of high salience, and
foveates a location of interest by reducing the resolution in the surrounding areas. These
capabilities are useful for smart, low-bandwidth, wide-angle surveillance networks.

2

Hardware

From the perspective of an external device, the IFAT system (Figure 1) operates as an
AER transceiver, both receiving and transmitting spikes over a bidirectional address-event
(AE) bus. Internally, incoming events are routed to any number of integrate-and-fire (I&F)
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Figure 2: Silicon neuron. The “general-purpose” synapse is shown inside the dashed
box [13], with event generation circuitry shown right [9].
neurons according to a look-up table stored in RAM. When the inputs are sufficient to
cause a neuron to spike, the output is either directed to other internal neurons (for recurrent
networks) or to an external device via the AE bus. The following two sections will describe
the system and silicon neurons in more detail.
2.1

The IFAT system

A block diagram of the IFAT system and its physical implementation are shown in Figure 1.
The primary components are a 100 MHz FPGA (Xilinx XC2S100PQ208), 128 MB of nonvolatile SRAM (TI bq4017), a high-speed DAC (TI TLC7524CN), a 68-pin digital I/O
interface (DIO), and 4 custom aVLSI chips that implement a total of 9,600 I&F neurons.
The FPGA controls access to both an internal and external AE bus, and communicates
address-events between both the I&F neurons and external devices in bit-parallel using a
four-phase asynchronous handshaking scheme.
The 128 MB of RAM is arranged as a 4 MB × 32 array. Each 32-bit entry contains a
complete description of a single synapse, specifying the postsynaptic target, the synaptic
equilibrium potential, and the synaptic weight. The weight field can be further subdivided
into three parts, corresponding to three ways in which biological neurons can control the
synaptic weight (w) [14, p. 91]:
w = npq
(1)
where n is the number of quantal neurotransmitter sites, p is the probability of neurotransmitter release per site, and q is a measure of the postsynaptic effect of the neurotransmitter.
In the IFAT system, the FPGA can implement p with a simple pseudo-random number algorithm, it can control n by sending multiple outgoing spikes for each incoming spike, and
it sends the value of q to the I&F neuron chips (see Section 2.2).
Instead of hardwired connections between neurons, the IFAT implements “virtual connections” by serially routing incoming events to their appropriate targets at a rate of up to
1,000,000 events per second. When the IFAT receives an AE from an external device, the
FPGA observes the address, appends some “chip identifier” (CID) bits, and stores the resulting binary number as a base address. It then adds additional offset bits to form
a complete 22-bit RAM address, which it uses to look up a set of synaptic parameters.
After configuring q and instructing the DAC to produce the analog synaptic equilibrium
potential, the FPGA activates a target neuron by placing its address on the internal AE
bus and initiating asynchronous handshaking with the appropriate I&F chip. It then increments the offset by one and repeats the process for the next synapse, stopping when it
sees a reserved code word in the data field. Recurrent connections can be implemented
simply by appending a different CID to events generated by the on-board I&F neurons,
while connections to external devices are achieved by specifying the appropriate CID for
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Figure 3: (a) Data collected from one neuron during operation of the chip. The lower trace
illustrates the membrane potential (Vm ) of a single neuron in the array as a series of events
are sent at times marked at the bottom of the figure. The synaptic equilibrium potential (E)
and synaptic weight (W ) are drawn in the top two traces. Figure from [13]. (b) Integrateand-fire chip micrograph. The linear-feedback shift register (LFSR) implements a pseudorandom element for resolving arbitration conflicts. Modified from [13].
the postsynaptic target. With this infrastructure, arbitrary patterns of connectivity can be
implemented, limited only by the memory’s capacity.
2.2

Integrate-and-Fire Neurons

As described above, the IFAT system includes four custom aVLSI chips [13] that contain a
total of 9,600 integrate-and-fire neurons. All the neurons are identical and each implements
a simple conductance-like model of a single, “general purpose” synapse using a switchedcapacitor architecture (Figure 2). The synapses have two internal parameters that can be
dynamically modulated for each incoming event: the synaptic equilibrium potential (E)
and the synaptic weight (W0-W2). Values for both parameters are stored in RAM; the
3-bit q is used by the FPGA to selectively enable binary-sized capacitors C0-C2, while E
is converted to an analog value by the DAC. By varying these parameters, it is possible
to emulate a large number of different kinds of synapses impinging on the same cell. An
example of one neuron in operation is shown in Figure 3a.
A micrograph of the integrate-and-fire chip is shown in Figure 3b. Incoming address-events
are decoded and sent to the appropriate neuron in the 60 × 40 array. When a neuron’s
membrane potential exceeds an externally-provided threshold voltage, it requests service
from the peripheral arbitration circuitry. After request is acknowledged, the neuron is reset and its address is placed on the IFAT system’s internal AER bus. Conflicts between
simultaneously active neurons are resolved by a novel arbitration scheme that includes a
pseudo-random element on-chip [19].

3

Experimental Design and Results

To demonstrate the functionality of the IFAT system, we designed and implemented a threestage network for salience-based foveation [16] of an address-event imager. This work
is motivated by the fact that wide-angle image sensors in a monitoring sensor network
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Figure 4: (a) Test image. (b) Output from Octopus Retina.
extract a large quantity of data from the environment, most of which is irrelevant. Because
bandwidth is limited and data transmission is energy-intensive, it is desirable to reduce the
amount of information sent over the communication channel. Therefore, if a particular
region of the visual field can be identified as having high salience, that part of the image
can be selectively transmitted with high resolution and the surrounding scene can be be
compressed.
The input to the first stage of the network is a stream of address-events generated by an
asynchronous imager called the “Octopus Retina” (OR) [1,20]. The OR contains a 60 × 80
array of light-sensitive “neurons” that each represent local light intensity as a spike rate. In
other words, pixels that receive a lot of light spike more frequently than those that receive
a little light. For these experiments, we collected 100,000 events from the OR over the
course of about one second while it was viewing a grayscale picture mounted on a white
background. The test image and OR output are shown in Figure 4.
To identify candidate regions of salience, the first stage of the network is configured to
compute local changes in contrast. Every 2 × 2 block of pixels in the OR corresponds
to four neurons on the IFAT that respond to light-to-dark or dark-to-light transitions in
the rightward or downward direction (Figure 5a). Each IFAT cell computes local changes
in contrast due to a receptive field (RF) that spans four OR pixels in either the horizontal or vertical dimension, with two of its inputs being excitatory and the other two being
inhibitory. When a given IFAT cell’s RF falls on a region of visual space with uniform
brightness, all of the OR pixels projecting to that cell will have the same mean firing rate,
so the excitatory and inhibitory inputs will cancel. However, if a cell’s excitatory inputs
are exposed to high light intensity and its inhibitory inputs are exposed to low light intensity, the cell will receive more excitatory inputs than inhibitory inputs and will generate an
output spike train with spike frequency proportional to the contrast. The output from the
4,800 IFAT neurons in the first stage of the network in response to the OR input is shown
in Figure 5b.
The second stage of processing is designed to pool inputs from neighboring contrastsensitive cells to identify locations of high salience. Our underlying assumption is that
regions of interest will contain more detail than their surroundings, producing a large output from the first stage. Blocks of 8 × 8 IFAT cells from the first stage project to single
cells in the second stage, and each 8 × 8 region overlaps the next by 4 neurons (Figure 6a).
Therefore, every IFAT cell in the second stage has an 8 × 8 RF. Although it is not necessary to normalize the firing rates of the first and second stages, because every second stage
IFAT cell receives 64 inputs, we reduce the strength of the synaptic connections between
the two stages to conserve bandwidth. The output from the 300 IFAT neurons in the second
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Figure 5: (a) Stage 1 network for computing local changes in contrast. Squares in the
center represent OR pixels. Circles represent IFAT neurons. Excitatory synapses are represented by triangles, and inhibitory synapses as circles. Only four IFAT neurons with nonoverlapping receptive fields are shown for clarity. (b) Output of stage 1, as implemented on
the IFAT, with Figure 4b from the OR as input.

stage of the network in response to the output from the first stage IFAT neurons is shown
in Figure 6b.
The final stage of processing modulates the spatial acuity of the original image to reduce the
resolution outside the region of highest salience. This is achieved by a foveation network
that pools inputs from neighboring pixels using overlapping Gaussian kernels (Figure 7a)
[18]. The shape of the kernel functions is implemented by varying the synaptic weight
and synaptic equilibrium potential between OR neurons and IFAT cells in the third stage:
within every pooled block, the strongest connections originate from the center pixels and
the weakest connections come from the outermost pixels. Instead of physically moving the
OR imager to center the fovea on the region of interest, we relocate the fovea by performing
simple manipulations in the address domain. First, the address space of incoming events
is enlarged beyond the range provided by the OR and the fovea is centered within this
virtual visual field (Figure 7a). Then, the row and column address of the second stage IFAT
neuron with the largest output is subtracted from the address of the center of the fovea,
and the result is stored as a constant offset. This offset is then added to the addresses of
all incoming events from the OR, resulting in a shift of the OR image in the virtual visual
field so that the fovea will be positioned over the region of highest salience. The output
from the 1,650 IFAT neurons in the third stage network is shown in Figure 7b. With a
32 × 32 pixel high-resolution fovea, the network allows for a 66% reduction in the number
of address-events required to reconstruct the image.

4

Conclusion

We have demonstrated a multi-chip neuromorphic system for performing saliency-based
spatial acuity modulation. An asynchronous imager provides the input and communicates
with a reconfigurable array of spiking silicon neurons using address-events. The resulting
output is useful for efficient spatial and temporal bandwidth allocation in low-power vision
sensors for wide-angle video surveillance. Future work will concentrate on extending the
functionality of the multi-chip system to perform stereo processing on address-event data
from two imagers.
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Figure 6: (a) Stage 2 network for computing local changes in contrast. Blocks of 8 × 8
IFAT neurons from stage 1 (shown as regions alternately shaded white and gray) project
to single IFAT neurons in stage 2 (not shown). Blocks are shown as non-overlapping for
clarity. (b) Output of stage 2, as implemented on the IFAT, with Figure 5b from stage 1 as
input.
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